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NRL22 and MARS Monthly Match APRIL 18,2021 



General Information 
Range location:  
Northern Virginia Gun Club 
8468 Caledon Rd.  
King George, VA 22485 
 
When you come thru the gate follow the range all the way to the back of the 
property.  You will pass the new rifle range and the action bays on the right. When 
you can’t go any further and you reach cars you have found the rimfire range. 
IMPORTANT: 
When you arrive please go to registration prior to unloading your gear from your 
vehicle to ensure that the range is HOT!   

Gates Open -0815 
Registration: 0825-0845 
Safety Brief:0845 

Zero Check: 0900 
ZERO CHECK WILL ONLY BE CONDUCTED ON THE DESIGNATED TARGET BOARDS AND 
STEEL TARGETS. MATCH DQ for VIOLATION OF ZERO CHECK. We will let you shoot the 
match but you’re getting a ZERO for your final match score.   

Match Starts: 0915 
 
Upon Completion of match please secure your rifles after your final stage. 
Once the range is safe we will go cold to collect the targets and finish up 
scoring. 
 

 



 
Series Rules: 
Class, Division, scoring, and equipment rules are slightly different between the leagues.  
Please ensure you understand the rules for the match or matches you will be participating in 
and adhere to the rules. 
 
MARS-Mid Atlantic Rimfire Series 
https://midatlanticrimfireseries.wordpress.com/rulebook/  
 
NRL22 
https://nrl22.org/about/rules/ 
 
PRS 
https://www.precisionrifleseries.com/static/media/uploads/2021_prs_rulebook_.pdf 
 
You do not have to be a member of either Series to participate.  We encourage you to help 
support them both.  Your scores will not be tracked, and you will not be eligible for series 
prize tables, or random drawings, if you are not an active paid member. 
 
Match Fees: Cash Only 
Adults $30 
17 and under - FREE 
 
 

WHAT STAGE DO WE START ON GUIDE 
SQUAD 1 NRL22 ONLY Stage 1,2,3,4,5 Done 
SQUAD 2  Stage 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,1,2 
SQUAD 3 Stage 5,6,7,8,9,10,1,2,3,4 
SQUAD 4 Stage 7,8,9,10,1,2,3,4,5,6 
SQUAD 5 Stage 9.10,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 

 
 

Stage Cone Color Designators 
Stage 1 Blue 
Stage 2 Yellow 
Stage 3 Red 
Stage 4 Green 
Stage 5 Orange 
Stage 6 Purple 
Stage 7 Blue 
Stage 8 Yellow 
Stage 9 Red 
Stage 10 Green 



NVGC Club Rules 
 
All shooters, EXCEPT (NVGC Club members) must sign liability waiver sheet. (I know its 
BS and you also checked the box on practiscore. I’m just doing what the old guys at the club ask) 
 
Eye and ear protection are mandatory. 
 
We run a cold range. Which means you are only loaded when it’s your turn to shoot. 
 
Place rifles in RACK WHEN NOT SHOOTING. 
 
Use of high-visibility empty chamber indicator (ECI) device is required at all times 
except when shooting Duh!!. 
 
When transporting rifles from the car or between stages on the range, muzzle up or 
muzzle down in a stable gun cart/caddy, carried or slung with the muzzle up or down. 
EIC in place. 
 
Upon completing a stage detachable magazine must be removed and the EIC inserted 
prior to leaving the stage. Return rifle to one of the provided racks. 
 
Any movement, including barricade’s and transitions, must be done with the action open 
and an empty chamber. 
 
Semi-automatic rifle exception: The competitor must engage the safety and yell “SAFE” 
loud enough for the Range Officer to hear with ear protection. 
 
**Failure of the competitor to follow previous two bullet points will result in the 
competitor returning to the previous position and complying with the rule. 
 
***Break any of these rules and you will have a short day at NVGC*** 
 
A competitor who causes an accidental discharge will be stopped by a Range Officer as 
soon as possible and shall be disqualified.  Examples of unsafe gun handling include:  
 
Allowing the muzzle of a firearm to break the 180 degree safety plane. 
 
Allowing the muzzle of a firearm to point at any part of the competitor’s body during a 
course of fire (i.e. sweeping, muzzling, etc.). 
 
2021 NVGC SPECIFIC RULES- No support bag bigger than a standard elbow pillow 
may be used (11 x 11 inch}. No packs may be used for support. No shooting jackets or 
shooting gloves. No altering, moving or manipulating any prop, Prop must remain as 
set. No range property may be utilized as a support device.   
 
 



 

Range Commands 

 
“Load and MAKE READY”   (You may now load your firearm and assume the starting position.)  
 
“ARE YOU READY?”  (An affirmative nod or verbal “yes” will suffice.)  

“STANDBY”   (The timer will be activated in 1-5 seconds, signaling the start)  

“BEEP”   (The timer has started.  Engage the targets until completed or the par time elapses.  Reload 
safely as required.)  

“IF YOU ARE FINISHED, UNLOAD AND SHOW CLEAR”  (Remove the magazine, open the action to 
eject round, and allow the Range Officer to visually inspect that the chamber is empty.  Insert the ECI.)  

“RANGE IS CLEAR” (Shooting is finished, and scoring will commence.  Reset targets as necessary.).  

At any time, an RSO may issue the “STOP or CEASE FIRE” command in the event of a safety issue or 
hazardous situation.  You should cease any actions (in effect FREEZE, DON’T MOVE), and await further 
instructions.  

NVGC Facilities: 
Trail Watch – We have an active trail going across the back of the range so we use a Human trail 
watch.  If you hear the seize fire command repeat it and stop shooting.  We will ensure every 
shooter is given a fair stage of fire.  Safety first!!! 
 
There is a Port a potty in the parking lot. 
 
Please take your trash with you. We want to leave the place as clean as we found it. 
 
We do not have running water or food at the range so plan accordingly. 
 
There are no make ups, mulligans, or redo’s at this match.  Failure to follow the stage briefing will 
result in the stage be scored “as shot”.  
 
There are no stage DQs. A DQ is for the entire match.  
 
Rimfire rounds are notorious for getting stuck in the chamber, please insert the ECI into the 
chamber to ensure it is empty.  
 

 Please Register for our matches on Practiscore as its makes it easy for us 
and for you to track and view your results. And it will let you squad with your 
favorite and least favorite shooting friends. 

https://practiscore.com/clubs/nvgc_precision_rimfire_shooters 

 follow are club on Facebook@: NVGCLR22 



Matches, Trophies, and Certificates Explained 
 

MARS Match- The MARS match will consist of the 5 monthly stages designed by the NRL22 and 5 
unique more challenging stages designed by the NVGC MD. Your MARS match scores will be submitted 
to both MARS and the NRL22 for that current month. MARS shooters will be Squadded in Squad 2,3,4, & 
5. Once those 4 stages are filled we will start overflowing into squad 1. 
 
Monthly trophies for MARS match. We will recognize the following Divisions (BOLT, SEMI, & Junior) 
monthly match participation will determine how many trophies will be issued for each division. 

5+ Shooters  = 1st place 
10+ Shooters = 2nd place 
15+ Shooters = 3rd place 
 

NRL22 match Only- If you are only shooting the NRL22 match you will be in Squads 1. You will shoot the 
5 monthly stages designed by the NRL22.  Once you have finished those 5 stages you are free to leave, 
stay around to assist the match, or watch. 

Certificates will be handed out for NRL22 match CLASS winners only. Base, Open, Ladies, and Young gun. 
Certificates will be printed and brought to the following months match to be handed out prior to the 
start of that match. 

Match Tie Breaker Info 
All ties for the match will be broken using the time stage from NRL22. If we still have a tie, or we are niot 
shooting NRL22 stages, we will use most hits on stage 6 as secondary tie breaker, then keep moving to 
next stage until a winner is determined. 
 
Scoring and Timing 
In order to balance scoring, between two different shooting series, we will be scoring with 100 points 
possible per stage.  If a MARS stage has 10 shots then they will be worth 10 points per shot. If a stage 
has more than 10 shots, we will divide the number of shots for that stage by 100 to determine a per shot 
value.  Any odd points left over can be earned as a BONUS determined in stage description and listed in 
the IPAD as Bonus. 

Timing 

Shooters are required to complete the stage of fire in the prescribed time limit.  Timers should be 
placed, closed enough to the shooter to capture the last shot.  Any shot that goes off during or after the 
timer signals the end of your stage, that registers on the timer over .30, that shot will not count.  

.30 = Good 

.31 or higher = No hit 

STAY OFF ALL RANGE PROPS UNTIL ITS YOUR TURN TO SHOOT. – in order to make things fair for 
everyone, no one should be on any props testing, measuring, and gaming, until it’s your turn to shoot.  



Stage #1: NRL22 Stage 1 

Max # of Rounds:  

Max points:  

Targets & Distance:  

Target Indicator Color Blue 

Time Limit: 120 seconds 

 

Allowed Equipment:  

Start Position:   

Listen here you chuckle heads. 
The stage sheet tells you 
what you can do. Its basic. 1 
bag, no plates, no tripods, no 
moving or adjusting the props. 

Nothing mega fancy. Leave all 
your ninja stage gaming brain 
cells for stages 6-10. I’ll 
happily find a way to ruin your 
gamer plan there with some 
restriction as well. You may 
think your Milton Bradley but 
I am Parker Brothers!! 

 

Description: Preview the monthly stages 
here 

 

 

https://nrl22.org/downloads/ 

 

  



Stage #2: NRL22 STAGE 2 

Max # of Rounds:  

Max points:  

Targets & Distance:  

Target Indicator Color Yellow 

Time Limit: 120 seconds 

Allowed Equipment:  

Start Position:  

Listen here you chuckle 
heads. The stage sheet tells 
you what you can do. Its 
basic. 1 bag, no plates, no 
tripods, no moving or 
adjusting the props. 

Nothing mega fancy. Leave all 
your ninja stage gaming brain 
cells for stages 6-10. I’ll 
happily find a way to ruin 
your gamer plan there with 
some restriction as well. You 
may think your Milton 
Bradley but I am Parker 
Brothers!! 

Description: Preview the monthly stages 
here 

 

 

https://nrl22.org/downloads/ 

 

  



Stage #3: NRL22 STAGE 3 

Max # of Rounds:  

Max points:  

Targets & Distance:  

Target Indicator Color Red 

Time Limit: 120 seconds  

Allowed Equipment:  

Start Position: Listen here you chuckle 
heads. The stage sheet tells 
you what you can do. Its 
basic. 1 bag, no plates, no 
tripods, no moving or 
adjusting the props. 

Nothing mega fancy. Leave all 
your ninja stage gaming brain 
cells for stages 6-10. I’ll 
happily find a way to ruin 
your gamer plan there with 
some restriction as well. You 
may think your Milton 
Bradley but I am Parker 
Brothers!! 

 

 

 

Description: Preview the monthly stages 
here 

 

https://nrl22.org/downloads/ 

 

 



Stage #4: NRL22 STAGE 4 

Max # of Rounds:  

Max points:  

Targets & Distance:  

Target Indicator Color Green 

Time Limit: 120 seconds 

Allowed Equipment:  

Start Position:  

Listen here you chuckle heads. 
The stage sheet tells you what 
you can do. Its basic. 1 bag, no 
plates, no tripods, no moving or 
adjusting the props. 

Nothing mega fancy. Leave all 
your ninja stage gaming brain 
cells for stages 6-10. I’ll 
happily find a way to ruin your 
gamer plan there with some 
restriction as well. You may 
think your Milton Bradley but I 
am Parker Brothers!! 

 

 

Description: Preview the monthly stages 
here 

 

https://nrl22.org/downloads/ 

 

 

 



Stage #5: NRL22 STAGE 5 

Max # of Rounds:  

Max points:  

Targets & Distance:  

Target Indicator Color Orange 

Time Limit: 120 seconds 

Allowed Equipment:  

Start Position: Listen here you chuckle heads. 
The stage sheet tells you 
what you can do. Its basic. 1 
bag, no plates, no tripods, no 
moving or adjusting the props. 

Nothing mega fancy. Leave all 
your ninja stage gaming brain 
cells for stages 6-10. I’ll 
happily find a way to ruin your 
gamer plan there with some 
restriction as well. You may 
think your Milton Bradley but 
I am Parker Brothers!! 

 

  

Description:  

Preview the monthly stages 
here 

https://nrl22.org/downloads/ 

 

 

 

 



Stage #6: Mr. Snake  

Max # of Rounds: 13 

Points per hit: 10 

Max points:  130 

Targets & Distance: 108 yards 

Target Indicator Color or 
shape 

Snake head 2x2 

Time Limit: 90 seconds 

Allowed Equipment: Anything   

Start Position: -Standing port arms holding 
rifle with NOOOOOO!! 
Magazine inserted 

-Bolt action, bolt open with 
empty chamber 

-Semi-auto, bolt open with 
empty chamber 

Description: Upon start signal assume a 
prone position and engage the 
snake with 13 rounds. 

Snake Head must visibly 
move or change directions to 
score. Hits on stem are a 
miss. 

 

 

 

***All equipment well be deployed on the clock*** 

 

 

 



Stage #7: Feeling Tired 

Max # of Rounds: 10 

Points per hit: 10 

Max points: 100 

Targets & Distance: 141yds 12inches 

Target Indicator Color or 
shape 

Jack Daniels Bottle 

Time Limit: 90 seconds 

Allowed Equipment: Support bags only. Nothing 
but shooters body may 
contact the ground. 

Start Position: -Standing behind line 

-Bolt action, bolt open with 
empty chamber 

-Semi-auto, bolt open or 
closed on empty chamber 

Description: Upon start signal take 
position inside the tire and 
engage target with 10 rounds.  

 

***All equipment well be deployed on the clock*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stage #8: Get Moving 

Max # of Rounds: 10 

Points per hit: 10 

Max points: 100 

Targets & Distance: 134yds= 4   201yds= 8 

Target Indicator Color or 
shape 

German helmets and Skulls 

Time Limit: 90 seconds 

Allowed Equipment: Any  

Start Position: Standing behind barrel 
UNLOADED. 

-Bolt action, bolt open with 
empty chamber 

-Semi-auto, bolt open or 
closed on empty chamber 

 

Description: Upon start signal move to 
barrel and fire one shot on 
each target from near too 
far, hit or miss. 

Go prone next to the barrel 
and fire one shot on each 
target from near too far, hit 
or miss. 

Repeat process Barrel, prone 
barrel. 

The final position will be on 
the barrel. 

 

***All equipment well be deployed on the clock*** 



Stage #9: Hit To Move On (HTMO) 

Max # of Rounds: 10 

Points per hit: 10 

Max points: 100 

Targets & Distance: 115yds =5 136yds =6  
156yds =8 175yds =10 
203yds =12 inches 

Target Indicator Color or 
shape 

Grenades 

Time Limit: 90 seconds 

Allowed Equipment: Any  

Start Position: -Standing at port arms rifle 
magazine inserted  

-Bolt action, bolt open with 
empty chamber 

-Semi-auto, bolt open or 
closed on empty chamber 

Description: Take up a position on the 
prop and engage each target 
until they are hit twice.  

Once hit twice you will move 
to the next target.  

All targets are near too far. 

 

 

 

 

 

***All equipment well be deployed on the clock*** 



Stage #10: Back and Forth 

Max # of Rounds: 10 

Points per hit: 10 

Max points: 100 

Targets & Distance: 145yds =10 191yds=12 

Target Indicator Color 
or shape 

Bombs 

Time Limit: 90 seconds 

Allowed Equipment: Anything you want 

Start Position: -Standing behind line holding 
rifle port arms with magazine 
inserted  

-Bolt action, bolt open with 
empty chamber 

-Semi-auto, bolt open empty 
chamber 

 

Description: On signal move to  
Position 1 and fire 
near/far/near 
Position 2 and fire 
far/near/far 
Position 3 and fire 
near/far/near 
Position 2 and fire 
far 

 

***All equipment well be deployed on the clock*** 

         



 
Shooters Notes And Score 

Stage 1 ___   Stage 6 ___ 

Stage 2 ___   Stage 7 ___ 

Stage 3 ___   Stage 8 ___ 

Stage 4 ___   Stage 9 ___ 

Stage 5 ___   Stage 10 ___ 

Total _____   

Add Notes and Excuses Below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Match Director: Tony Gimmellie 
email: impacttacticalmatches@yahoo.com 
 

 

 

I challenge you all, to be great ambassadors to the sport.  Bring a friend, bring a kid, drag 
someone off the couch and let them see how much fun we are having with .22 rifles. 
 

See you next month, and try to suck a little less than the month before!!! 

 

IMPACT TACTICAL has numerous rimfire classes scheduled for this year. Still some room available in the 
May 1-2 class email impacttactical@yahoo.com if you would like to attend. 

 

 

August match will be a MARS/PRS match registration will open soon we hope to see you all at the 
match. 

IMPACT
data books


